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Photos like this one throughout the magazine are contributed by Asher from retech.org. He has spent
many years photographing relics left on children’s graves. I’ve included a few of these photos in this issue,.
The full set is available on his website.
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Three issues in and I have learned that everything gets easier, except for writing
these letters. I really enjoy every aspect of this project, from communicating with writers and
artists, to reaching out to readers and vendors and all because I’m a giant nerd. The further
along the magazine progresses the more fun I have and more successful I feel representing
the work of the people inside.
I decided to take issue three right into the space where horror and science fiction
meet and the response I received was impressively positive. In the future Unoriginal will
continue to exist within these two genres, I have tried to make sure my interest has been
apparent through what I’ve added to the magazine’s pages, and the people who I meet and
who create work in those genres have continued to elevate my excitement in publishing this
magazine.
I’m delighted to have the opportunity to share this issue with you. Between new
friends and returning guests I think this project is really coming to life. I hope you enjoy
reading it as much as I have enjoyed putting it together for you and the artists inside.
Thank you

Michael McGuire
Editor
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Contributor Bios
Steve Chatterton lives on the north shore of Lake Ontario the town of Whitby with his wife, two kids, a couple of dogs, and a cat, who may or
may not be an agent of Satan. His story Jeek can be found in Unoriginal #2.

Jessie Atkin received her MFA in creative writing from American University in May of 2015. She has had short work featured in the Young
Adult Review Network, Digital Americana, Quantum Fairy Tales, and The Rumpus. She is also the author of the Middle Grade adventure novel,
“We are Savages.” Visit her online at www.jessieatkin.com or on Twitter at JessieA_7.
Claire Davon has written on and off most of her life, starting with fan fiction when she was young. She writes across a wide range of genres,
from horror to romance. Currently based in Los Angeles, she spends her free time writing and doing animal rescue. Claire’s website is www.
clairedavon.com.

Patrick S. Baker is a former US Army officer, currently a Department of Defense employee. He holds Bachelor’s degrees in History and

Political Science from the University of Missouri, and a Master’s degree in European History from American Military University. His non-fiction
has appeared in Armchair General Online, Medieval Warfare Magazine, Strategy and Tactics, New Myths Magazine and The Sci Phi Journal. His
fiction has appeared in New Realm Magazine, The Sci-Phi Journal, The King of Age, After Avalon, and Starward Tales anthologies. When not
working or writing, he is at the gym, playing war-games, reading, or just enjoying life with his wife and pets.

Richard Thomas is the award-winning author of seven books—Disintegration and Breaker (Random House Alibi), Transubstantiate, Staring
Into the Abyss, Herniated Roots, Tribulations, and The Soul Standard (Dzanc Books). His over 100 stories in print include Cemetery Dance,
PANK, storySouth, Gargoyle, Weird Fiction Review, Midwestern Gothic, Arcadia, Qualia Nous, Chiral Mad 2 & 3, and Shivers VI. He is also the
editor of four anthologies: The New Black and Exigencies (Dark House Press), The Lineup: 20 Provocative Women Writers (Black Lawrence
Press) and the Bram Stoker-nominated Burnt Tongues (Medallion Press) with Chuck Palahniuk. In his spare time he writes for LitReactor and is
Editor-in-Chief at Dark House Press and Gamut Magazine. For more information visit www.whatdoesnotkillme.com or contact Paula Munier at
Talcott Notch.
Laurie Barak grew up in Columbus, Ohio. She has been fascinated with the paranormal since she was a child; her family always told stories

about their encounters with the supernatural -- and she’s had many of her own as well.She moved to San Diego, California in 2004 and created the
web site HauntedSanDiego.com in 2005 as a way to share her research, fiction writing and collected stories from others who have been affected by
otherworldly experiences.

Gerri Leen lives in Northern Virginia and originally hails from Seattle. She has work appearing or accepted by: Nature, Flame Tree Press’s
Murder Mayhem and Dystopia Utopia anthologies, Daily Science Fiction, Escape Pod, Grimdark, and others. She recently caught the editing bug
and is finalizing her third anthology for an independent press. See more at http://www.gerrileen.com.

Vonnie Winslow Crist, SFWA, is author of “Murder on Marawa Prime,” “The Enchanted Skean,” “Owl Light,” “The Greener Forest,” and
other books. Her speculative fiction has appeared in “Faerie Magazine,” “Chilling Ghost Short Stories,” “Cast of Wonders,” “Potter’s Field 4 & 5,”
“Dogs of War,” “Dragon’s Lure,” and elsewhere. A cloverhand who has found so many 4-leafed clovers she keeps them in jars, Vonnie celebrates
the power of myth in her writing.
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Bruce Wahl Enjoys long walks on the beach, alien abductions, practical horror effects, and teens diced up by slashers. Send pizza, tacos, beer
and comics to @brucefurlong

Tyler Butler (@erazing) was abandoned by his parents as an infant, but was saved from death and subsequently raised by an early
manifestation of the Internet. He was rediscovered by humanity amidst a nest made of AOL trial discs and Gateway shipping boxes in his late
teens and entered into a course of rehabilitation and rehumanization. Tyler is currently a student of Graphic Design at the Massachusetts College
of Art and Design.
Paul Langway @wizardbong
Tales of cosmic origins, wishful thinkings, brighter futures. A mix of water colors and pen work, wizardbong conjures up offerings to feed your
imagination.

Zachary Benson Friedberg creates pop surreal and abstract artwork that explores themes related to multi-dimensionality, transdimensionality, space travel, and fantastic creatures that surround us but are invisible to the human eye. His acrylic on canvas paintings are
distinctively characterized by extensive use of fluorescent, metallic, and pigments made of elements that do not exist in this dimension--effectively
rendering these elements invisible to everyone except beings occupying the 7th dimension. Zachary’s artwork can be seen on international
touring musicians’ merchandise and in galleries throughout Southern California. He paints at his art studio located in Santa Ana, California,
though he regularly travels to higher dimensions for inspiration, enlightenment, and to perform with his metal band, Morbid Eclipse. Find
Zachary online at www.atomiccult.com and all social media @speczacular.
MP Elliott UK Northern Artist (b.1974) Manchester, England is influenced by 20th Century UK industrial artists such as L.S. Lowry and Theodore Major. He creates dark, almost haunting, yet beautiful industrial landscapes based on stories of old. Predominantly an oil painter, he enjoys
bringing the gritty industrial scenes to life using impasto techniques.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Asher
Born: 01.01.2020
No data pre-glitch of 2027.
07232037: involved in various proletariat movements near Central City.
03192039: Assumed to be creator of art called ReTech. Using salvaged materials from the wastes Asher created a series of ubiquitous works that
seem to b statement pieaces on consumerism and/or art.
11212039: Asher went underground.
\\\\\Minimal tracking data.
4128448
End Transmission\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
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All Hail Wizarbong
Paul Langway
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The Moon and the Man
Jessie Atkin

I haven’t worn pants in a while. That’s not supposed to sound dirty, it’s just really hot here. I wear shorts. All the pants I used to have, I cut
into shorts years ago. That’s just the sort of thing you have to do as the sun expands and prepares itself to eat your planet as a snack.
Anyway, that’s why the scars on my legs are visible. Really, they just match my arms, and even the right side of my face. People used to get
freaked out because I had scars. In general, no one has scars anymore, so the severity of mine could be a bit jarring. No one stares now because there
are hardly any people left. But Thompson’s left, and he never misses an opportunity to comment on the torn look of my knees. Kind of him, leaving
my face out of his commentary. Kind of him not to equate my appearance with an unfortunate moral center, even if he would be right.
“Nothing?”
“No, nothing,” I say.
“Nanobots? Implanted grafts? Digital skin printing?”
I shake my head. “Those aren’t even new suggestions from you. You think I wouldn’t have tried those already?”
“Maybe they couldn’t work through all that hair,” he laughs.
I smile and reach down to stroke my calf.
“Maybe you couldn’t afford it.”
“I still can’t afford it,” I tell him. “But that wasn’t the question.”
Really, we’re running out of things to talk about. When there’s fewer than one hundred people left on the planet, that can happen. It’s all just,
“How big is the sun today?” and, “Did you hear the last transport transmission?”
Thompson and I work at the last North American transport control station. Anyone who wants to leave the continent has to go through us.
We’ve got six counterparts, two guys in Europe, two in Asia, and two in South America, what’s left of South America. Forget Australia,
everyone left there when I was a kid because they ran out of water. Africa went next.
Europe had just called in. They were always first, it seemed like a race to them. Thompson and I still had to wait for the others to check in
one last time.
Mostly it’s mechanics and government assistants who are left outside the control stations. As for us, Thompson used to drive a taxi; I used
to be a sanitation engineer. See, if you’ve got no family and the type of medical record even our advanced tech can’t fix, they teach you to press a few
buttons and control the exodus of humanity. You see a lot of antisocials. The guys in South America are both sever depressives. I don’t know if anyone
expected them to last long enough to need an exit.
I’ve never been able to tell how Thompson pulled this job. He’s damn beautiful. Could’ve been a fairytale prince. I can’t see anything wrong
with him. He doesn’t have a single digital graft or cybernetic appendage. He’s never tried to off himself. No visible reason the next chapter in human
existence would want to leave him behind. But I know better than to ask; I don’t want anyone to pry into my issues.
“You ever read Little Red Riding Hood?”
“What? The kid’s story?”
“Yeah sure,” I say. “The kid’s story.”
“I must have, right? I know what you’re talking about.”
But I’m certain Thompson doesn’t know what I’m talking about. “You like the wolf?” I ask. Because I know Thompson will be the last
person I am ever able to pose this question to, or any other question for that matter.
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“You’re not supposed to like him, right?” he says. “I mean, you’re supposed to be afraid. He eats that old broad doesn’t he? And he’s like, a
metaphor for a pedophile. Seriously, a pedophile. Why do we read that crap to children anyway?”
I shrug. I was thinking less about metaphor and more about reality. I was thinking how unfair it was that the wolf is always the bad guy.
“You could come you know,” Thompson says.
He thinks I’m losing it because today has finally arrived. He thinks the Red Riding Hood question is proof of my insanity. Proof I didn’t know
what I was signing up for. But insanity has never been my disease.
“We could rig this thing for countdown,” he says, trying to steer our conversation back to reality, trying to make me feel better. “God knows
there are enough open seats.”
“God doesn’t know shit,” I tell him, taking my feet down from the control board. I used to be the only one saying it (personal reasons). But
when the sun threatens to swallow your entire planet, there are a whole bunch more people ready to jump on the “God doesn’t know shit”
bandwagon.
“We could still tell people you were the last man on earth.”
Man. I laugh. I’d volunteered for this. It had to be Thompson or me calling directions to the last transports because the U.S. of A had the
largest antenna. Who would have thought we’d go back to antennas? Thompson hadn’t even fought me on it though. He had been relieved; anyone
would be. But, now that today has come, I guess he’s starting to feel guilty. “Don’t worry, the planet and I will grow old together.” My list of fears has
never included being left on my own.
Thompson raises an eyebrow. He’s the one who doesn’t know enough to be afraid.
“Come on. Me in an enclosed tin can? Not a good idea. There are reasons I’ve never left planet side before.”
“Not a zero-g hotel? Not the moon?”
The moon, yeah right. I wonder if it counts as a full moon when it’s under your feet. “Not everyone was paid to captain rich patrons back and
forth,” I tell him.
“Are you claustrophobic?”
“How can I be claustrophobic with a job like this?” I wave my hand around our cubicle. If I lean back a little bit more I can touch two out of
our four walls at once.
“All those nights I’ve been stuck here manning the boards by my lonesome.
“Just every couple weeks,” I say. He doesn’t know how lucky he is that I left him alone in this locked room.
“Every couple weeks. Exactly. What are you, a woman?”
I motion down at my scarred and hairy knees.
Thompson almost smiles.
“Well, you don’t have to worry about lonely nights anymore,” I tell him. He won’t have to worry about the way I look at him, or see him, or
how much of a struggle it is to sit next to him. He won’t have to worry about days like today.
“You wanna be a hero?”
“No such thing.”
“You wanna die?”
“I don’t even know that I can die,” I tell him.
He rolls his eyes. “Whatever.”
He doesn’t understand what would happen to me if I just left. I don’t understand what would happen to me if I just left. But it’s not worth
the risk, enclosed in a tiny metal torpedo, no matter the open seats. This is better. I stay. I save everyone. That’s not heroic, it’s just better than the
alternative.
I scratch absently at the right side of my face. I know because Thompson turns to watch. It’s weird because I can’t feel it, the scratch or the
itch. It’s numb under the scar tissue. The incoming light blinks to orange. “Asia,” I say.
Thompson flips the translation switch. It takes about fifteen seconds for the computer to kick in. Neither of us ever learned Chinese; the
computers meant we didn’t have to. They were leaving their station. That just left South America to check in. They were always last. Then we could
get this show on the road. Thompson watches me put my feet back up. The edges of my shorts are frayed. I suppose this pair used to be pants. I hadn’t
thought about it in a while. Maybe I’d just ripped them up by accident. It didn’t matter what I wore. “You packed?”
Thompson motions over his shoulder. There is a single flex bag sitting by the door. “Good thing I don’t own anything.”
“That makes two of us.” I press a button and pull up a digital, although 2D, map. The countdown has reached an hour. That means
Thompson’s got to leave as soon as South America calls in. He’s still got to get to the launch site, but I can’t let him go early. If the southern hemisphere
doesn’t call he has to make the trip down instead of up. Has to make the run to the southern station so he can file a report on whether those guys died
or bolted. It’s more important to the colonies that they know the details of earth’s last inhabitants than that the inhabitants get out alive. Everyone
likes their statistics. Statistics are more understandable than people.
I can see his fingers twitching along the board. He doesn’t want to get left behind. He’ll be fine. I’ve got it under control. I’m in charge now. I
wouldn’t let them leave the only guy on the planet that knows me by name. No point only saving strangers. I could fudge the records on the South
American station if I have to. I tell Thompson so.
“Nice of you to say, but it doesn’t help if those assholes below the equator don’t—”
There’s the light. I flip the switch. They’re heading out. I can tell it takes all of Thompson’s self-control not to jump out of his seat. I can see
the tension ripple across the base of his neck. He’s still thick, strong despite our rations. He stands slowly and stretches his shoulders. As if now, at the
end, he has time to spare.
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“Enjoy the trip,” I say. I need him to hurry too. There’s a schedule to keep. They have to be off the ground before sunset. Weird that the sun
can still set, that anything about the sun is still normal. “It’ll be a full moon tonight, enjoy the view.”
“Yeah, I’ll never be as close to that thing as I am tonight. Not ever again.”
“Let’s hope so,” I tell him.
“I’ll give it a wave for you,” he says.
He moves to grab his bag. He flings it over his shoulder. I don’t stand up. There’s no reason to draw this out. There’s no reason to pretend we
know each other better than we do. I spin my chair around and clasp my hands across my chest.
“Last chance,” he says.
“Nice try,” I tell him.
“At least you’ll get some sleep tonight,” he says. “You look beat.”
“I always look like this.”
“No, you look worse today.”
“That can happen.”
“Can’t say I didn’t offer.”
I look pointedly at my watch.
“I know, I know,” he says.
“Hey.” I throw him his glasses. They’re actually wrap around blackout goggles to keep him from being blinded when he steps out the door.
“And roll your socks up,” I remind him.
He nods in thanks, and covers the last of his exposed ankles. “Bad way to start a trip, handicapping yourself.”
“You have no idea,” I tell him.
He looks at my knees.
“Don’t worry,” I say, turning to put my feet back up and crossing my legs on the console. “I’m not going anywhere. I can show all the skin I
want. Now get out of here and let me do my job.”
He waves and doesn’t say much else. What do you say to the guy you’re leaving behind to die alone? He goes out into the vestibule, that way
he doesn’t blind me when he opens the outside lightlock. I turn to my buttons and think of how hard it used to be for me to get a job, and now here I
am with the most important one ever. Ironic? Maybe. Destiny? It’d be nice to think I even have one. Cursed is really more like it. I don’t get miracles.
I don’t get three wishes.
I can feel my very bones aching. I’m glad I didn’t stand up to see Thompson off. I know I’ve got ten minutes left before ignition sequences
have to be set. I hope Thompson makes it in time, for his sake.
I turn off the map and flip on my readouts. Everyone’s where they’re supposed to be, everyone but Thompson. They’ve all checked in and
their life support systems are reading O.K. I lean back and look at the red button. I don’t know why it had to be red, but important buttons always
seem to be red. Red like they say the sun is. Red and giant.
I could push the button now and ruin Thompson’s chance of escape. I could treat myself to one last meal. Give into my impulses. But that’s not
why I signed up for the job. I signed up for the opposite of a meal. So that I couldn’t hurt anyone again. I signed up because I won’t have to worry
anymore. Once everyone is gone, I won’t have to worry, except about being consumed in a great ball of plasma and hot gas. But that won’t be my fault.
Personally I’ll be free, free of responsibility.
I scratch at one knee, and then the other. I stare at the scars Thompson had been so fascinated by. I’m lucky he wasn’t a doctor. I’m lucky he
didn’t know why nanobots and digital flesh meant nothing to me. My wounds aren’t the kind you can heal. I’m lucky this launch is timed correctly.
I scan the numeric readouts looking for the appearance of 1100011. That would be Thompson. That would mean they were ready to go.
I shut off the translator, I don’t care what the Latinos are saying to each other about lavatory facilities. I hadn’t heard a peep from Asia since they’d
checked in. I just wait for the natural sounds of beeps and electronic whistles.
There it is. 1100011. There is a single digital chime. There is no window in my building, not that it would have mattered. There is no fanfare.
There is me and a red button. A round red button. I push it. Even without the roar of engines, I know everything has worked. My display of ones and
zeros streams along smooth as can be. I lean back in my chair and know I am the last little bit of humanity left on the entirety of the planet earth. I
know I am alone, and I am relieved. I crack my knuckles. It doesn’t help the pain or the tension in my muscles. It doesn’t really matter. Night can come.
I don’t have to be afraid anymore.
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Grave Yard Shift
Laurie Barak

Ted Barnes leaned back in his chair, stretching his arms above his head. He hated working night shift because it was always the least exciting.
But he had the least seniority so he was stuck with it. Playing cards with Alan Foster helped a little. He and Alan were both the most recent hires and
Alan was placed on nights as well. Alan played a mean hand of poker and he knew it. Ted would win the occasional game but usually ended up being
the one who had to buy dinner from the all-night diner across the street.
After winning his third hand since their shift started, Ted threw down his cards. “All right, you win again. You’re going to make me go broke
feeding you.” Alan laughed and stacked the cards neatly. “You should’ve kept that jack and you might have had a chance.” Ted picked up his wallet
from the table. “I’m outta here. The usual?” Alan nodded. “Sure.” He rattled some loose change in his pocket. “I’ve got enough for sodas,” he said.
“Great,” Ted replied. “See you in a few.” Ted walked out the door and it closed softly behind him.
Alan stood up, shook himself like a dog, and headed for the soda machine standing against the wall. He dropped in some coins and pushed
the Coke button. The machine made a whirring noise and dropped the first can. He put more money in and the second dropped. Grape soda, Ted’s
favorite. Ted drinks so much grape soda if you’d cut him he’d bleed purple, Alan thought. Usually on one shift he’d have five or six cans. “You’re going
to rot your teeth out,” he’d told Ted once. Ted just laughed. “I only have two fillings,” he replied.
The air conditioner kicked on with a thump and cool air began to blow into the small room. Alan turned his chair around backward and sat
down. He began tossing cards into the janitor’s mop bucket, bending them slightly and flipping them with his middle finger toward the bucket. Now
and then one would neatly drop in.
Alan’s stomach began to rumble. He hoped Ted would be back soon with his roast beef sandwich. He looked at the clock and sighed. It was
2 AM. Only 7 more hours to go, he thought. As he flipped another card into the bucket, he heard the soda machine whirr and a can drop into the
dispenser. “That’s odd,” Alan said to himself, and got up. He walked over to the soda machine and squatted down to look in the dispenser. There wasn’t
a can of soda in it. He reached up into the machine to see if it had gotten stuck. He didn’t feel anything. He looked on the floor and under the machine
to see if the can had rolled away but found nothing. Alan scratched his head and shrugged it off, walked back to his chair and began flipping cards
again.
A few minutes later the soda machine thump again. This time he was annoyed. He gave the machine a thorough once-over. Nothing out of
the ordinary; no soda cans on the floor or under the machine. “This’ll do you,” he said to the machine, and unplugged the cord from the wall. The machine fell silent. As he left the room he heard the machine dispense a can. Alan whirled around, surprised. He picked up the can and muttered “Stupid
thing,” giving the machine a kick. As he left the room he heard the machine make an odd clicking noise. When he turned around the noise stopped. A
little unsettled, Alan scratched his head, thinking maybe it was just the condenser cooling off.
Ted stumbled in the door, arms full of white paper bags. He spread them out on the table in front of Alan. “Coke machine’s on the fritz,” said
Alan, digging into the bags. “What’s wrong with it?” asked Ted as he sat down at the table. “Sounds like it’s dropping cans, even after I unplugged it,”
Alan said through a mouthful of sandwich. Ted went to the machine and pressed the buttons, checking the dispenser just in case another can decided
to appear.
Alan had polished off his first sandwich and started on his second one when Ted returned and plopped down in his chair. He picked up his
sandwich and saw a huge bite had been taken out. “Hey!” he yelled, holding up the sandwich. Alan looked up, surprised. “What?” he asked. “If you
wanted tuna salad all you had to do was say so!” he barked. “Nuh uh, no bite,” Alan said while chewing. “Then how did this happen?” Ted demanded,
shaking the sandwich at Alan. “Dude, I swear I didn’t eat it,” Alan protested. “I hate tuna!” Ted glared at him. “I didn’t even touch it!” Alan wailed. Ted
took a plastic knife out of one of the bags and cut out the bitten part of the sandwich. He began eating, all the while keeping a wary eye on his coworker.
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A knock on the door temporarily interrupted the feeding frenzy. Both men got up as a delivery driver shuffled in. Ted took the box from the
man. “What up, Holmes?” Alan asked the driver, giving him a high five. “You are, man,” said the driver. Alan signed for the package and clapped the
driver on the back as he went out the door. He dropped the box on an empty desk. Alan picked up his can of Coke and discovered it was empty. “Did
I drink this already?” he asked Ted. “Dunno,” Ted said. “The way you eat it’s a wonder you haven’t ingested silverware.” Alan shook the can. “This is
crazy,” he said and opened another can.
After cleaning up the table Ted put on his jacket. “Cold in here,” he remarked. “I’ll turn down the air,” Alan said, and adjusted the thermostat.
Ted turned on the television and settled in to watch Law & Order. Alan went back to flipping cards into the janitor’s bucket.
Both men looked at each other with surprised expressions when they hear one of the drawers in the morgue open. Alan grabbed the mop
from its bucket and followed Ted into the morgue. Occasionally a group of teenagers would break in to take pictures of their friends with the corpses
as a Halloween prank. Depending who was on duty they might get to take a picture if the corpse’s face and any distinguishable markings were covered.
Ted flipped on the lights. The room was empty. Alan walked into the center of the room and stood still, listening for any sounds. The only
sound was a car commercial on the television in the other room. Ted and Alan looked at each other. Ted shrugged and walked out. Alan took one last
look around, then walked slowly back into the office. Must be a full moon, he thought to himself.
Five minutes later Ted was completely engrossed in his show when they heard the sound of another drawer opened in the morgue. This one
was much louder. “What the hell…” Alan said. He got up from his chair and started toward the morgue. Ted, angry for having his television show disrupted again, got up and this grabbed the mop again. Both men stood in the doorway and peered into the room. All of the drawers were closed. “Alan,”
Ted said quietly, “that was the sound of a drawer opening. We didn’t hear the sound of a drawer closing.” Alan looked wide-eyed at Ted. “There’s something going on,” he whispered. “You think?” came Ted’s sarcastic reply.
They walked slowly to the doorway, straining to hear or see anything out of place. Sam Watterston was delivering his final remarks to the
jury on Law & Order. The air conditioner kicked off. Just as they turned their backs they heard a slam and a click: it was the sound of a drawer being
closed.
Ted and Alan looked at each other in horror. “Shit,” Ted said softly. Then they heard the sound of the soda machine dispensing a can. Alan
raced into the other room and looked at the machine. The dispenser was empty. “Dude, this is not funny,” Alan said. “You’re telling me,” Ted said,
gripping the mop with both hands. He stormed toward the morgue, jaw set. Alan turned off the television and hurried after him.
“Come out of there!” Ted roared as he flipped on the lights. Alan slid along the wall and flung open the door to the janitor’s closet. Brooms,
mops, buckets and bottles of window cleaner sat just where they belonged. Ted moved through the room, pointing the mop like it was a rifle. They
stood still momentarily and looked around the still, clinical coolness of the room. Alan jumped and Ted whipped around when they heard the television blaring from the other room. “I turned that off!” Alan yelled above the din. They rushed into the office only to find the television set dark.
“Somebody’s messing with us,” Ted growled through his teeth. He opened the door and looked outside. The parking lot was empty except
for his and Alan’s cars. “Dude, there’s nobody else here but us,” Alan said. Ted looked at him accusingly. “It’s not me, man!” Alan shouted. “I’m just as
scared as you are!” “I’m not scared,” Ted spat. “This is some kind of a joke.” Alan’s face turned ashen. “Maybe it’s a ghost. A ghost of one of those stiffs,”
he breathed, looking warily in the direction of the morgue. Ted snorted. “Ghost stories are for kids. Don’t be stupid.” Suddenly the sound of several
drawers opening at once came from the morgue. Ted and Alan raced to the doorway. “Mother of God,” Alan said slowly. He and Ted stood staring into
room. Each drawer was open all the way.
“That’s it,” Ted said, determination in his voice. He walked up to the drawers and began slamming them shut. Alan began helping him,
gingerly touching the drawers as though one might bite him like an angry dog. The he heard Ted say, “Dude, look at this.” Alan walked over to one of
the open drawers. “This is Phil Dupree, the stand-up comic,” Ted said, looking at the card on the front of the drawer. Alan looked at the paper. “He just
died yesterday,” Alan said. “Bummer,” Ted replied. They looked at the body of the dead comedian. “He was pretty funny,” Alan said. “I took my girl to
see him back in February. He was great.” Ted nodded thoughtfully. “He was only 47,” he read from the card. “Man, that’s tragic,” Alan said, rubbing the
back of his neck. Ted slowly shut the drawer and turned around. “Let’s get this done with, this place gives me the creeps,” he said.
As they walked toward the office they heard the sound of the soda machine dispensing. “Not again,” Alan moaned. Ted held the mop in
front of him in a show of bravado. The room was empty. In the center of the table were two soda cans: one Coke and one grape soda. Ted looked at
Alan. “Where did those come from?” he asked. “Don’t ask me,” replied Alan, eyeing the cans suspiciously.
Once again Alan and Ted heard a drawer opening in the morgue. Almost drudgingly they walked to the morgue door. They watched as Phil
Dupree’s drawer slowly slid shut and stopped with a soft click. Ted and Alan stared in disbelief. “Well,” Alan said, “maybe this was Phil Dupree’s last
joke.” He looked at Ted, who raised his hand and somberly blessed himself.
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CINEMA VÉRITÉ
Gerri Leen

Kara slowed her pace through the east hall of the nursing home, checking to make sure Nurse Dearn wasn’t around before rolling her book
cart into Mister Jackson’s room. “We don’t have much time, Jackie. Dearn’s on my case.”
“In my day, we’d have called her a harpy.”
“I’d say what my generation calls her, but I don’t want to make you blush.”
Jackie laughed, then waved her closer. “How much did we make this time?”
She handed over a deposit slip. “You’re set for the next five months.”
“It’s strange,” he said, as he pushed the slip into his bedside drawer. “I know I sold something, but I can’t remember what it was.” Biting his
lip, he looked up at her. “What was it?”
“I can’t tell you. Those are the rules.”
“I know--I remember that. But...there are holes. It’s disturbing.”
“We can stop whenever you want.”
He shook his head, his lips tightening as he said, “My son was in to see me today. He lost another job. Can’t afford this place anymore. After
all I’ve done for him...”
“I’m sorry.”
“I don’t like living here, but it beats sharing a urine-scented double with some drooling idiot down at the county assisted-living center-assisted dying is more like it.”
“That doesn’t mean you have to sell your memories. You’re under no obligation to do this.”
“And my boy is apparently under no obligation to me. Hook me up. See what you find. Tell me what it’s worth.”
“How much of it?”
“Whatever you want to take, hon’. My Alice left me after fifty years of marriage. I’m stuck with this lowlife son while my stockbroker daughter who could buy this place, much less pay my rent, writes me off. Why the hell do I want to remember any of it?”
“Okay. Calm down.” She dug out a pair of small goggles and slipped them over his eyes, fastening the strap, then attaching the wires that
linked them to another pair of goggles that she put on.
Jackie moaned as the goggles started to hum. “I hate this part--why can’t you make me forget this, too?”
“I don’t know.” She didn’t understand the tech that went into the goggles. But then, she didn’t have to. Her role was creative--Boris said she
made the best memflicks he’d ever seen.
Up to now, she’d been selective, just taking little pieces of Jackie’s memory, but chunks--big, meaty ones--sold so much better. If she did it
right, he could be set for life.
She sat down in the chair next to him, immersed in his memories, tapping on the goggles when she wanted to tag a part, using her eyes to set
the crop area.
“I’ll love you forever, Alice. I can wait for the wedding night if you’re not ready.”
“I’m coming home, darlin’! We can get married.”
“We’re pregnant? Oh my God, we’re pregnant?”
“We can try again. Sweetheart, stop crying--we can try again.”
“It’s a boy. I have a son!”
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“Take a cigar--pink this time, my friend.”
“What do you mean you’re dropping out of college? Did you get kicked out of this one, too?”
“Why doesn’t she ever call? It’s like I embarrass her.”
“Who is he? Who is he, damn it? No one just leaves. There’s always someone else!”
“Well?” Jackie asked, and he sounded like he was crying.
“It’s good. It’s very good.” There was a big market for this kind of “slice of everyday American life,” a yearning for what was--even if it turned
ugly at the end. “I can make you rich, Jackie.” She reached out and found his hand, squeezing it gently. “But I’ve told you before: who we are--our
personality--it’s a sum of our memories. Once they’re gone, your life will be gone too.”
“What life? Being an old man, lying here all day?”
“Lying here all day knowing who you are.”
“Not sure that makes it any easier, Kara. Just do it.”
“You’re certain?”
“Leave everything before Alice.” He squeezed her hand. “I had a nice childhood. I had great parents, fun times. And Alice wasn’t my first--I
can remember sex before her without any guilt.” He winked at her. “And I’ll still have you, right?”
“Well, if I take it all, you won’t remember me the next time you see me, but we’ll get reacquainted. And I’ll make sure you’re okay.”
“You always have, sweetheart. I’d have been out on my keister a long time ago if you hadn’t come along. You might like the younger me a
whole lot better.”
“I doubt that.” She leaned down and kissed his cheek, then whispered in his ear, “I can still just take bits.”
“No. I don’t want to know I’m forgetting things. Just take it all and let me remember my life when it was simpler.” He laid his hand against her
cheek. “Did I ever tell you that you look like my first girlfriend?
“No, you never did.”
“Well, you do.” He let go of her. “Now. Let’s get started. We’re burning daylight--isn’t that what filmmakers used to say?”
“Yeah. Only I think moonlight’s more fitting in our case.”
“Well, we’re burning something. Get to it, kiddo.”
She got to it.

Nurse Dearn saw Kara rolling her book cart out of Mister Jackson’s room--looking calm, not furtive and excited like she had the other night
when she’d thought Dearn was off shift. She motioned Kara over. “What are you doing?”
“Visiting an old friend.” Kara’s attitude needed some adjusting, as always. And her ‘tude wasn’t the only thing: her skirt was too short, makeup too heavy, smile too wide.
“He’s getting worse--living in the past. Doesn’t need any of these.” Dearn poked through the reading material Kara distributed. “Won’t
remember a damn bit of it.”
“He remembers when he was young. He told me I looked like his first girlfriend.”
“Well, maybe he’ll be fine, then.” Dearn crossed her arms and stood a little straighter. “The north wing’s waiting for their gossip rags. Chop
chop, Miss Rollins.”
Kara’s face tightened, but she got a move on. Dearn waited until she was gone, then headed into Mister Jackson’s room.
“Hello, Nurse,” he said, trying to get up. “Why the hell can’t I get out of this bed?”
“Because you’re really, really old.” Dearn smiled at him in a way they didn’t teach in nursing school. “How much did she pay you?”
“What?”
“Never mind. She thinks she’s helping when she does this for you all. But really, she’s helping me.” She sat down and studied Mister Jackson.
“I bet you’re bored, stuck in that old body. Confined to bed when inside you’re only--what? Twenty?”
“I turned nineteen last week.”
“’Fraid not.” She reached into her pocket, pulled out a VR-i. “This is the end to your boredom. It’s what those in the business call immersive
film. I think you’ll find it very stimulating. Maybe get a little deja vu every now and then.”
She turned it on, smiled as his expression changed.
“Are those my parents? And Jillie Ann?”
“That’s your life, sir. Watch and learn.”
She tapped her finger on the arm of the chair as he watched his life pass before his eyes. Or at least his twentieth year. Leaving his girlfriend
when he met Alice, falling in love, and then...cut.
“What is this?” He tore the device away from his eyes. “Where’s the rest?”
“First taste is free. If you want more, it’s going to cost you.” She didn’t tell him most of it hadn’t hit the streets yet, that this was just the trailer
and his memory was still safely in the possession of Kara, but eventually Dearn would track it down. “It’s your life and you sold it, and now you have
lots of money. And if you want any of it back, you’re going to share that lovely money with me.”
“I don’t...I don’t understand.” But he was eying the VR-i almost longingly. “This is wrong.”
“Tell that to your precious Kara. You know: the little blonde who looks like your first girlfriend? She’s the one who did this to you. And if
you want any of it back, you’ll say nothing to her, or you’ll spend the rest of your days with no memory at all--I can make sure of that. But I’d rather do
business. Kara can’t put back what she took, but at least I can offer a view of it.” She patted the VR-i before stuffing it back in her pocket. “Think about
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it, Mister Jackson. I’ll let you get some rest.”
Dearn sauntered out to where Kara was reshelving books in the reading room. “Mister Jackson seems a little better. Remembered something
about his wife.”
Kara stiffened. “Really? That’s great.”
Dearn was dying to congratulate her on a stupendous retrospective--it was going to be a real moneymaker. But she didn’t want to give too
much away; it wouldn’t do for Kara to know Dearn had been making money off her work.
So she settled for pushing in one of the books Kara had just re-shelved, so its spine was even with the others. “You know, it doesn’t take any
longer to do a job right, dear.”
Kara’s look was almost as priceless as her little side business.
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West Of Farmingdale
Steve Chatterton

Dick Jenson crushed a cigarette butt under the heel of his Italian leather shoe. Turning the corner onto his street, he discovered a second car
parked in the driveway; a sombre-looking black Olds blocking in their two-tone Belair. He didn’t know anyone who drove an Oldsmobile.
His wife Trixie met him at the door, a martini in hand. The fragrant aroma of her pot roast wafted toward him from the kitchen. There was a
hesitant look in Trix’s gray-green eyes. Dick knew he looked a sight. He had bloodshot eyes and a five o’clock shadow left over from last Tuesday. He
hadn’t slept well in weeks, which made him act strangely. Out of focus at the best of times. Short-tempered at the worst.
He took the drink, giving his wife a peck on the cheek. Had he kissed her on the lips she would have known the last thing he needed was
more alcohol.
“Who’s car is that?” he asked, nodding back to the driveway.
“Someone I’d like you to meet.”
She led him into the paneled living room where two men in uniform--USAF--rose to greet him. Lieutenant Collins and Sergeant Hill. The
boy-faced lieutenant looked straight out of the academy.
“What can I do for the fine men of the Air Force today?” asked Dick. He had picked the wrong day to forgo showering by the look of things.
These men were all business. Spit-and-polish head-to-toe.
Dick gestured with an open hand indicating everyone should sit. He took his easy chair and Trixie sat next to him. The airmen took the
couch opposite.
Trix reached out, putting a hand on his. “I hope you don’t mind, dear. These men are specialists. I thought maybe they could help you out
with, you know...”
“Beautiful home you have here, sir.” The lieutenant fidgeted with his hat, looking about. Appraising the place. “Your wife tells me you’re with
an ad agency downtown.”
“That’s right. Senior copywriter at Goodman and Associates of Madison Avenue.” His chest puffed out a little, even though he hadn’t set foot
in the office all week. Even though he didn’t know if he could ever show his face there again.
“You afford all this on a writer’s salary, huh?” The sergeant took a look around the room. The hi-fi cabinet. The fourteen-inch television.
Trixie. “Looks like I should of paid more attention in English.”
“Quite.” Dick raised his glass before stopping himself. “I suppose you’re on duty? My wife makes a great martini.”
“Afraid we can’t join you,” the lieutenant said. “We’re with a special investigative unit known as Project Blue Book. Perhaps you’ve heard of
it.”
“I actually have.” It was one of the more promising leads he had come across in his research. They were the people who coined the term
unidentified flying object. A government agency all about investigating UFO phenomena. These men were serious.
“Your wife tells us you think you’ve had an... encounter.”
“I have. She has, too. She just can’t remember it.”
“Yes. She gave us her side of things already.” Sergeant Hill checked his notebook. “Single vehicle accident. Lost time. Waking up in the
woods.”
“Now we want to hear your side of things,” added the lieutenant.
“My side of things?”
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No one had wanted to hear Dick’s side of things for a while. Speaking of that night had only led to harsh laughter and looks of pity. Telling
someone who wanted to listen might ease the burden he carried. He knew their main goal was to debunk his story, but there was no way what he saw
was swamp gas or the planet Venus. In the end, they would at least have to give him that. Even if they only added what he said to some pile of
unexplained cases, that would at least be something.
“Okay.” He sipped his martini and settled back in his chair. “Here goes.”
The incident happened as the Jensons drove home from a Fourth of July party that summer. Mr. Goodman--Dick’s boss--held the event at
his estate near Farmingdale every year. He treated his senior staff to a night of barbecue, drinks, and fireworks. It was the Jensons’s first time at the
gathering. Dick’s promotion had only come through in March.
At the party, Trixie declined to drink. Doctor’s orders. That’s when it became public knowledge the Jensons were expecting their first child.
Dick’s co-workers pressed him with drinks, toasting his good fortune at every opportunity. All night long.
By the time the fireworks were over, Dick was plastered. He begged his wife to drive home using back roads with all the windows rolled
down. Getting sick in the car was not an option.
What should have taken under an hour on the Southern State Parkway turned into an all-night ordeal. Driving flustered Trixie on a good day.
She didn’t drive often, and she had never driven the back roads of Long Island. Let alone in the dark. Dick--three sheets to the wind and damn near
comatose--was no use as a navigator. She got turned around, more than once. She would have pulled over, asking for directions, had they been any sign
of someone to ask.
“Where are we? What’s that noise?” Dick was coming to, roused out of his stupor by a low rumble growing louder.
“I don’t know where we are and I don’t know what that noise is.” Her voice had a sharp edge to it.
“Stop the car. If it’s the engine making that sound we’re in big trouble.”
“It’s not the car.”
“Says you. Stop the--”
Just then, a figure--no more than four feet tall--appeared in the headlights. Maybe a child. Dick called for Trixie to hit the brakes again but
she wouldn’t stop. They kept barreling down on the kid. That’s when Dick grabbed the wheel.
They awoke in a clearing in the woods. Rays of the rising sun broke through the trees, poking them in their eyeballs.
“What the hell?” Dick--extremely hungover--sat up and shook his wife’s shoulder. “How did we get here?”
Getting up, she looked as confused as he was. If not more.
“The kid. The road.” He grabbed her by the wrist, perhaps a little too rough. “I think we hit him.”
Using the sounds of occasional passing cars, they were able to find their way back to the road. They came out of the woods some fifty yards in
front of their car. The dirt road rolled down between two hills at that point. The Belair was on the shoulder of the road, the passenger-side tires off the
shoulder, on the hill. Skid marks traced the path of the car’s last few seconds in motion.
“You must have braked,” he said, pointing at the torn up gravel.
“You said brake and I braked.”
“And what happened then? After that?”
“Well... After that, I’m not quite sure.” She was defensive. Arms crossed. Looking at the front of the car. “No damage. I don’t think we hit
anything.”
“Are you sure?” Dick came around the front, running his hands along the fender and the hood. Feeling for dents, he didn’t find any.
Grateful, he sank to his knees, one hand on the V-shaped hood ornament. Tears filled his eyes, his head felt ready to split, and his tongue felt
like sandpaper.
“It’s okay, Dick.” Trixie put a gentle hand on his shoulder, crouching beside him. “Everything’s going to be all right now.”
The human mind has funny ways of rebuilding lost memories. In Dick’s case, his mind revisited the forgotten events of that night in his
dreams. Small things first. Visions of slender hands. That low rumble. A sense of being spoken to, a voice heard while no lips moved.
By August the dreams had become so intense he hardly slept at all. Once awake, he tried his best to hold onto the dreams. Writing down
every detail possible. Drawing sketches. A fragmented timeline.
“This is real, Trix. It really happened. To both of us.”
“I’m not saying it didn’t,” she said. “But if it did, why is it not a problem for me?”
“Maybe they did a better job wiping your memories.”
“The... aliens?”
“Yes. The aliens. I was pretty drunk at the time. Maybe that’s why it didn’t take as well with me. How else do you explain how we ended up in
the woods?”
“Retroactive amnesia.”
Her ready, technical-sounding answer caught him off-guard. “Retro what now?”
“I read about it in Reader’s Digest last month. You hit your head hard enough, your memories become fuzzy, before and after the accident.
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We swerved off-road and bumped our heads. We most likely walked to the clearing trying to find help.” Trixie had hit her forehead on the steering
wheel that night. She had worn a headscarf for most of July to cover up the bruise.
“Well, I guess you have it all figured out, then. But what about all this?” He tossed his notebook at her. “How do you explain all that?”
Trixie didn’t need to open the book. She’d seen enough of it already. “You have a brilliant imagination. It’s one of the things I love about you.
Sets you apart from the herd.” She sat at the kitchen table, straightening the folds of her summer dress along the way. “You have questions and your
mind is grasping for answers based on the input you give it. Those pulp stories you love. The more sensational news items of late. That cop in New
Mexico. The interracial couple from New Hampshire.”
Dick took his book and got up to leave. Trixie reached out for his hand. “It’s nothing to be ashamed of,” she said. “Downright normal even.”
“I just don’t know how you can say that.” He dropped to one knee in front of her. “It’s as real to me as this right here. You were there. They led
us out of the car. Into the woods. They talked to us, but in our heads. Their lips never moved. They were short. Naked, but no sex organs.
Green-gray skin. Red eyes. Slit pupils, like cats. They took us somewhere. Split us up. I was on a table and I couldn’t move. I could hear you, but I
couldn’t see you.” He searched her eyes for signs of recognition. “You were screaming. My god, the screams. You wouldn’t stop. And I couldn’t help. Is
none of this ringing any bells for you?”
As Dick finished his story, Hill looked up from his notebook. “Is that about it?”
Dick nodded. “So what do you think?”
“I think it warrants further investigation, although we don’t have much to go on.” The young lieutenant glanced over the sergeant’s notes.
“We have a date. That’s good. A dirt road in a wooded area of Long Island, though. That’s not too precise.”
“We were west of Farmingdale,” added Trixie with a nervous smile. “Does that narrow it down?”
“It might, ma’am.” The sergeant turned his attention back to Dick. “We’ll check with local police out on the island. See if they have anything
out of the ordinary on the night in question. Something that might corroborate your story.”
“Because right now it sounds like delusional ravings,” said Dick, more statement than question.
“Sir, I’ll be honest with you. We’ve learned a lot over the last few years. Used to be a quarter of all UFO sightings went unsolved. Now we can
explain over ninety-nine percent of our cases.”
“You’ve got a rumbling noise, a kid playing in traffic, then some lost time,” said the sergeant. “Could be you hit your heads swerving off the
road. Happens all the time. You forget things.”
“Retrograde amnesia.” The officer smiled, perhaps proud of remembering the right term.
“Maybe there’s something more.” The sergeant made a move to shut his notebook.
“What about all the other stuff? You know... little green men,” said Dick.
“You’re the only one that remembers these... beings. Is that correct, Mr. Jenson?”
“Yes.”
“Creatures remembered in your dreams?”
“Yes, but--”
The sergeant closed the notebook and both airmen rose as one. “Maybe that’s all it is.”
“Just a bad dream?”
“Perhaps.”
“Maybe,” the lieutenant breaks in, “it was a prank. High school kids, influenced by UFO stories, out terrorizing strangers. It’s happened
before.”
Dick looked him right in the eye. “Seriously? Look, I know what I saw, and I know it wasn’t human.”
As the airmen were on their way out, Sergeant Hill turned to Dick. “You want my advice, sir?”
“Not overly, if we’re being perfectly frank.”
“Good. Good. Appreciate your honesty. The way I see it, you’re letting your life fall apart because you can’t let go of what happened that
night. Everyone’s moving forward, but you’re still stuck in that one moment. And you may never get the answer you’re looking for, even if you spend
the rest of your life to it.
“But look around. You’ve got a great job. A beautiful wife.” He nods toward Trix’s growing belly. “You’re going to be a father soon. Life goes
on. Maybe you should go along with it.”
With that, he put on his hat and followed the young officer out the door and down to their Oldsmobile.
He awoke the next morning in unfamiliar surroundings. Since the nightmares, he spent most of his nights in the kitchen scribbling in his
notebook. An open bottle on the table. Just a little something for his nerves. He usually greeted the dawn passed out, drooling on the notebook serving as a pillow.
This morning, though, he found himself in the living room. Looking up at the ceiling. A thin blanket wrapped around him. The book he had
started in the night waited on the coffee table. A bookmark held the place where Trixie must have found it lying open on his chest.
It came back to him then. Another nightmare jolting him awake just before two. Wandering the house without purpose. Trying to avoid the notebook
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and the bottle. The comforting distraction he found in the words of Dr. Spock.
A bustling came from the kitchen. The tantalizing aromas of warm French toast and fresh-brewed coffee called to him. He rose up stretching
as if he had slept a hundred years. His belly growling, his mouth watering.
From that day on, Dick learned all he could about babies. If recent events had taught him anything, it was that he had an obsessive personality. If that was true, he reasoned, it was time for him to obsess about something that made him happy. And nothing made him happier than the thought
of their unborn child.
Dick returned all his books about UFOs to the library. In their stead, he checked out books about pregnancy, birth, and child-rearing. Books
that he devoured. He learned so much about babies that even Trixie’s obstetrician had a hard time keeping up with him.
“You certainly do keep abreast on the subject,” said Dr. Weatherby.
“Periodicals at our library carries the Gray Journal.” Dick had used the common name for The American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology. “Fascinating stuff. I’m considering a subscription.”
The old doctor--who’d been delivering babies since the twenties--found Dick’s fascination odd yet amusing. But only in small doses. Most
husbands never came to their wife’s OB appointments, but Dick was always there. Always enthusiastic. Always with a little notebook, each page a new
list of questions for the doctor.
“You’re so involved with your wife’s pregnancy. Whatever will you do with yourself in the waiting room?” the doctor hinted.
“Waiting room? I won’t be in the delivery room. I’m Trixie’s birth coach. You’ve heard of the Lamaze method, of course.”
In early December, in the hospital delivery room, Trixie turned to Dick. “What does that light remind me of?”
The fixture in question had a long, jointed arm, allowing the doctor to shine it wherever he needed to. Dick had a clear memory of a similar
light, but it had been months since he’d allow himself to dwell on such thoughts. “I’m not sure, sweetheart. The dentist, perhaps.”
Dr. Weatherby was between her legs, examining her. “Good. Ten centimeters. You’re almost ready to start pushing.”
The human mind has funny ways of rebuilding lost memories. It seemed to Dick that it took a response to visual stimuli to unlock all the
horror buried away in Trixie’s mind. As the birth of her child progressed, Trixie’s mind let fly all her repressed memories. There were too many
reminders in the room with her, each one a memento of that fateful night in July. Bright lights obscuring shadowy figures. Clinical, precise hands
pressing between her legs. Pushing her knees apart.
“It was just like this,” she gasped between contractions.
“What was?” asked her husband.
“That night. After the accident.” Another contraction hit, the urge to push overwhelming her.
“Almost there,” said Weatherby. To one side a nurse readied a station for assessing the child’s Apgar score once it was out.
“It’s okay, Trix. We’ve got all the time in the world to sort that out,” said Dick. “Let’s focus on the baby now.”
A nurse inspected between Trixie’s legs. “I think I see the head. Dr. Weatherby, would you take a look at this?”
“I believe you now.” Trixie wrapped her hand around Dick’s. “I’m sorry if I didn’t before.”
“That’s okay.”
“No, it’s not. None of it is okay. They separated us. I kept calling for you.”
“I heard you, but I couldn’t come.”
“We’ll need an incubator, stat.” A nurse ran out of the room at Weatherby’s command.
“They did stuff to me,” Trixie wailed. “I screamed but they wouldn’t stop.”
“Oh god, honey.” Dick squeezed her hand tighter.
“They put a needle in me. Down there.”
“Focus, Trix. Focus on me, focus on the now. This moment. Focus on our baby.”
The nurse returned, pushing a long clear plastic box on wheels.
“Right up here,” said the doctor. “One last big push should do it, Mrs. Jenson.”
“What did they do?” Trixie screamed as she pushed. “What did they do to me? To my baby?”
“It’s okay, honey. Everything’s going to be all right now.” Dick looked over at the doctor to see him swaddling their crying newborn in a blanket. “What is it, doctor?”
“I... I’m not sure.” In Weatherby’s arms, a green-gray hand pushed out of the swaddling. The child looked upon its parents with tiny red eyes.
All the while Trixie kept screaming, “What did they do to my baby? What did they do to my baby?” She wouldn’t stop.
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Little Red Wagon
Richard Thomas

Rebecca hated her father for what he’d done, refusing to help him dig the grave, arms crossed, tears running down her face, the body under
the tarp no longer Grandpa, no more secret conversations when they were alone, just the two of them now—her father the killer, her father and his
constant worries, her father convinced that the old man had finally fallen sick. They’d been alone for a long time now, the three of them living off the
land, the radio antenna built up tall in the back yard, stretching up into the sky. Nobody ever answered, but she sat in the kitchen, turning the knobs,
trying to find a sign of life, anyway. The black box sat on the table, static and interference crackling from the device, the puddle of blood on the floor
where her grandfather had fallen, the hammer that killed him still lying there like a sleeping snake. Sitting next to her, the thick, black lab nuzzled her
hand, whimpering. Sadie was upset, she didn’t know what to do, and neither did Rebecca. She was a teenager now, but inside, she was still a child, a
baby—and she felt helpless.
One percent, that’s what Grandpa had said—only one percent had survived. This had been several years ago, when one percent meant something. He’d tug on his long, gray beard and stare at the television set as the man on the news rattled on, updates so infrequent, most of the population
dead and gone now. Around them, the world had simply disappeared—no cars driving by, no planes overhead, with the farm still functioning, but
just barely. Their pantry was filled with canned goods—it had been easy to drive around their small town and fill up the bed of their pickup truck with
more. In the beginning the stench had been unbearable, meat going bad, bodies lying everywhere, but over time the animals and elements picked at
the bones, leaving little behind but broken, white skeletons. One percent had turned into another one percent, and that’s when it all went quiet, went
dark. The second wave erupted, the mutation—airborne or dormant, nobody knew—and then no more frantic man on the television set, hair sticking
out in all directions, shouting at the camera. No, there was nothing more after that.
Grandfather talked about keeping the race alive, that they had to find a female, a woman—that was why they had the radio going, why
he’d built the tower, why they constantly scrolled up and down the dial, looking for any survivors. He was a handy man, Grandpa, able to build most
anything out in the barn with his tools and charts—his years of engineering so helpful now that the world had moved on. A stack of books sat by his
leather recliner—biomechanics, computer programming, artificial intelligence, and bionics.
“What’s your earliest memory?” Grandpa asked her.
“What do you mean?”
“Think back,” he said, easing into the recliner. “What do you remember, the very first thing you can think of?”
Rebecca sat on the couch, and pulled her long, brown hair behind her head and into a ponytail, something she did when she was concentrating.
“Anything?” he nudged, his hands together in a steeple, pressed to his lips.
“I remember a little red wagon,” Rebecca said, and he nodded. “And inside it are a bunch of puppies—little black bundles of fur. Was that
here on the farm?” she asked.
Grandpa didn’t answer, merely raised his eyebrows and grinned.
“They’d been born on the farm and I was taking them down to the end of the driveway, there were six of them, and we were going to give
them away. You told me I could keep the last one, but only the last one. That must have been Sadie.”
“What’s two times two, Rebecca?”
“Four, silly.”
“What’s four times four?”
“16.”
“12 times 12?”
“144.”
Grandpa paused, looking at her, as Rebecca focused in on him, her eyes shifting, the pupils getting smaller, then larger, then smaller again.
“144 times 144?”
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“20,736.”
“Good girl,” he said.
Rebecca stood in the kitchen, watching her father dig the grave, out beyond the apple trees, the shovel piercing the dirt, over and over again.
She loved her grandfather, and didn’t mind the private examinations. He said it was important, their little secret, and this is what her father had yelled
at her about as he stood over her grandfather’s body—but he was wrong, so very wrong. After the world went silent, after they’d filled the pantry with
canned goods and planted a new harvest, made sure the pigs still had their slop, the chickens clucking at their feed—all they had was each other. The
well wouldn’t run dry, Grandpa assured them, they had water and food, and solar panels lining the roof, as well as the barn, the windmills spinning,
always spinning, at the back of their twenty acres, down by the creek—Grandpa said he saw it coming, it was only a matter of time. He said a lot of
things when she was lying on the cold metal table, out in the faded red barn.
In the beginning, she thought it was just part of her education. No school anymore, so Grandpa would toss out math questions, give her
writing assignments, talk to her about history, and even human anatomy. It used to be exams at the kitchen table—stethoscope on her bony chest
where breasts refused to grow—seemed she’d always been twelve years old. He’d look in her eyes and make noises, humming to himself, muttering
okay and yes and just fine as he looked in her nose, checked out her sinuses, made her stick out her tongue.
He didn’t start taking her out to the barn until her incident with the fingers. She came to him as he sat in the recliner, a book in his lap. Father
was nowhere to be found. And if Rebecca had probed her memories, she’d find that to be very accurate—at first. She was pale as a sheet, sweat running
down her face, the fingers on her right hand bent back and sideways at strange angles—no blood, merely broken bones, bent fingers.
“Grandpa?” she said, “Grandpa, help me, help me…something’s wrong.
He leaped out of his seat, the book falling to the floor, Sadie sitting up, always the same weight, always black, her muzzle never getting gray,
barking at the sudden movement and Rebecca’s panicked voice.
“It’s okay, sweetie,” he said, rushing to her, as she stared down at her mangled hand, holding it gingerly but feeling no pain, sick to her stomach, and yet, no blood gushed forth. He put his hands on her shoulders.
“It’s okay, I can fix it, I can splint it,” he said.
She felt his hands on her neck, her shoulders, pressing down, as if searching for something, and then she fainted.
When she woke up her right hand was in a cast.
“It’s okay, honey,” her grandfather said. “It wasn’t nearly as bad as you thought. A few fingers were merely jammed, two fractured, but I set
them right. You should be okay. Any pain?” he asked.
Rebecca shook her head. There was no pain, none at all. She sat up on the cold metal table and looked around the barn. Sadie jumped up and
placed her front paws on the steel table, licking Rebecca’s bare leg.
And then, her father was around more. Suddenly he was a dominant presence on the farm—always keeping an eye on her, chopping wood,
feeding the chickens, no longer the ghost or rumor that he used to be. Used to be, she’d think. She searched her memory for her father—she saw him
driving away in a beige sedan, a salesman she thought, the letters popping up in her head like a neon sign. Then she saw him with a briefcase, walking
in the front door. She saw him place airline tickets on the kitchen table and pour himself a cup of coffee. Yes, she saw her father well.
After the accident, she would meet Grandpa in the barn on a monthly basis, but only when her father was out cutting the grass or running
the thresher. Her grandfather said it was because he had to run tests, diagnostics he called them, make sure everything was working right, and that it
was okay for a doctor, for him now, but not in front of her father—he wouldn’t understand. It always made her sleepy, lying on the table. He poked and
prodded, mostly by her head, always studying her eyes, what he called optics, when he muttered to himself. He was gentle, always gentle, and by the
time his hands were on her shoulders, her head, she’d fallen asleep.
The questions certainly didn’t make Rebecca’s father feel included, the way she and Grandpa would talk in the living room, math and science,
complex equations and theorems, always going quiet when her father came into the room. They would laugh, and say that he had plenty of education
already, go milk the cows, they’d chuckle, go toss some hay around, and they’d both make muscles, flex them, and her father would scowl, and leave the
room. He never had a good sense of humor.
Her father was a quiet man, a big guy, strong and silent, a bit of a worker bee, she used to think to herself. Grandpa would say that he was so
grateful her father was around more—now that he was getting old, and she could see it in his eyes, his hair and beard sprouting more white every day,
the way his skin wrinkled, and the spots by his wrists. She worried about him. But it gave Rebecca comfort to see her father outside in the yard, splitting timber, lugging buckets of water or slop, bales of hay tossed around as if they were nothing, a downed tree cut and cut and split, only the trunk left,
a chain attached, a tractor pulling it, and then his massive arms wrapping around the roots, pulling it out and lifting it up, as if it were made of paper.
All it took was one time, one instance of her walking out of the barn buttoning up her blouse, and her father’s scowl turned into rage. She
heard them yelling, Grandpa assuring him it was science, there were no doctors now, he was the only mind they had, that he was just making sure
Rebecca was healthy. Her father wasn’t very trusting—almost simple at times. She’d seen him cry over a dead rabbit that had been gutted by a fox,
holding the creature in his lap, rocking back and forth, so distraught. It had upset Rebecca—not the dead rabbit, it was just nature after all, but him, he
had upset her, his reaction. No emotion, never laughing, never joking, never singing or dancing when Grandpa put on some music, but this—crying
over the rabbit. It made no sense to her.
So she stood in the kitchen, and watched her father bury the old man, Sadie licking her hand. She was suddenly tired, her batteries run down,
and so she went to her bedroom, and lay down on the floral sheets, staring out the window at the setting sun, orange turning to red, so tired, so sad.
Maybe Grandpa had been sick after all, one percent of one percent of one percent.
She closed her eyes and replayed the scene at the kitchen table, her Grandpa holding her hand, trying to explain something to her, what was
out in the barn, frozen and kept for a reason. He spoke about her as if she were two entirely separate people—and he spoke of her father the same way.
He talked about her mother, and when he said the word mother a jolt went through Rebecca, a wave of confusion crashing in her head—and where
there should have been memories, nothing. He said he’d fix everything, in time. But he was getting old, he needed help, the work he’d done wouldn’t
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last forever—the radio signal must be stronger. He spoke of amplifiers and how they might have to travel, all the while holding her hand, and yet, all
she could do was stare at him—mother. It didn’t add up, didn’t compute. Why had she never asked about her mother, why was there nothing to cling
to, no memory? Her father had walked in and stood by the door, his face an eternal frown.
The day after her grandfather had talked to her in earnest, trying to explain that they were running out of time, she lay in bed, not wanting to
get up, a candle burning on her desk, vanilla and sandalwood drifting to the ceiling. Images of her mother came rushing back to her—hanging laundry
on a clothesline outside, her auburn tresses flowing in the wind, her mother with an apron full of eggs, coming from the chicken coop, her mother
singing a lullaby as she poured water over Rebecca’s head in the bath, smiling as she did it.
“In time,” her grandfather had said, standing in the doorway. “Give me time. I’ll make it all whole again, I promise.”
But now he was gone. Rebecca felt weak and unable to rise. On the floor by her bed, Sadie slept, hardly moving at all. Rebecca could feel the
great shadow of her father in the doorway—standing there, silent.
“Dad?” Rebecca asked, tears in her eyes. “Dad, come here.”
The big man lumbered over, Sadie not even raising her head.
“Tell me about my mother. I can hardly picture her. What happened, where did she go?”
He sighed and placed his hand over hers.
“I don’t know, honey.”
“What do you mean?” she said.
“I don’t remember.”
Rebecca stared at him, as she felt the energy draining out of her body.
“What do you remember?” she asked.
Her father sat there, arms heavy, his head hanging low, a soft whirring sound filling the air, his frame suddenly growing weak, the room dark
and quiet.
“What’s the first thing you remember? Go back as far as you can, what’s your first memory?” Rebecca asked.
Her father stared at the floor, the gears turning, trying to think back, to remember, something from his childhood. He held her hand, no longer warm,
cool to the touch.
“I remember a little red wagon,” he said, and she nodded. “And inside it are a bunch of puppies—little black bundles of fur.”
Rebecca closed her eyes, two tears slipping out, as her chest moved up and down, slowly, and then, not at all.
“They’d been born on the farm and I was taking them down to the end of the driveway, there were six of them, and we were going to give
them away. Somebody told me I could keep the last one, but only the last one. Who was that?” he asked the room. But there was no response—it
remained silent.
He held his daughter’s hand, now cold, the black lab at his feet not stirring, the house around him closing in, the silence deafening.
“What have I done?” he asked.
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Bad Moon Rising
Vonnie Winslow Crist

Darleen glanced at the clock hanging over the register. It was four minutes after eleven, and the last customer was still perched on a stool at
the luncheon counter eating a slice of pie. She finished sopping up the coffee, cider, and cola puddles from the tabletop of the booth nearest the door
and pulled down the window shades hiding from view the jack-o-lantern, black cat, and owl cut-outs stuck on the storefront glass. Then, she walked in
back of the counter, and slid her pencil and order pad onto the top shelf beside the bins containing extra sugar and artificial sweetener packets.
“Thanks,” said the elderly customer from behind her. “That was real good.”
“You’re welcome, Mr. Suddi. See you tomorrow night.”
“Right, tomorrow,” the old man replied as he stood, buttoned up his sweater, then shuffled out the front door of Raleigh’s Delight.
Darleen took off her apron, hung it up on a peg, and leaned over to check her make-up in the shiny chrome of the carbonated beverage dispenser. She liked to look at herself in the chrome– the faint crows-feet around her eyes weren’t visible. The mirrors in the ladies’ room made her look
thirty. But why shouldn’t they? She was thirty-six.
Pushing open the swinging door to the kitchen, she hollered, “Stan. Everybody’s out. I’m leaving.”
She spotted the diner’s owner, Stan Raleigh, scrubbing the griddle. Darleen liked the fact he didn’t just hire street kids to do all the dirty
work, instead he pitched in and did some of the messy chores, too.
Stan looked up from the greasy slab of steel and asked, “Register closed down?”
“Yeah. Closed it before Mr. Suddamendala left. Tape’s in the drawer.”
“Tape,” she muttered to herself. If the freaking grid hadn’t gone down and screwed things up, computers would still be doing all the work.
“Thanks. Have a good night,” called Stan from the sink as he sudsed up a scrub brush. “Don’t forget to lock the door on the way out, especially tonight.”
“No problem. But there shouldn’t be any trouble, by now the trick-or-treaters are sleeping in their pods,” Darleen responded as she reached
under the luncheon counter and grabbed her pocketbook.
Darleen strolled out of Raleigh’s Delight and slammed the front door. Slamming wasn’t optional, since the door never locked if you closed it
gentle-like. She jiggled the handle, just to double-check, and then, nodded at the cardboard skeleton jitterbugging on the other side of the door’s glass
pane. Finally, off-duty, she tugged the rubberband out of her hair. She wore her hair tied back when waitressing, but when not at work, she loved the
silky way it felt against her neck.
Darleen hurried down the sidewalk, smiling at the full moon that hung like a dinner plate on the wall of night. The 11:20 shuttle should be
by any minute, and she was eager to get home. After popping a piece of chewing gum in her mouth, she looked at her watch: 11:21 pm.
Tonight, she needed to be home on time–she was expecting company. Plus, she’d forgotten to refill her ferret’s bowl of dried kibbles. Not
that the ferret was thin. Darleen suspected she had one of the few fat ferrets on the planet. Still, she worried that Claude might get into more trouble
than usual if she was late coming home.
When she heard the squeal of brakes as the shuttle operator began to slow the mass-trans vehicle, she spit out her gum, wrapped it in a
tissue, tossed it into a nearby waste bin, unwrapped a second piece, put the new gum in her mouth, and slid its wrapper into her uniform’s pocket. Two
pieces of gum would normally be excessive, but minty-fresh breath was important tonight.
The shuttle pulled up to the curb, and Darleen got on and slipped into a seat about midway back. She crossed her legs, then pushed her
uniform’s skirt down towards her knees. It wasn’t that she was modest, she just figured most people didn’t want to see white-stockinged legs. For some
reason, Stan thought white shoes and hose complimented the white cotton aprons his waitresses wore over their turquoise retro-look uniforms. And
so, Darleen and the other waitresses at Raleigh’s Delight wore the ugly things.
The shuttle had gone six blocks, when the driver stomped on the brakes to avoid smashing into a scooter which had suddenly changed
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lanes. Darleen grabbed the seat in front of her as the vehicle lurched. Across the aisle, a boy in his early twenties yelled a profanity. When he slipped
a headset off of his ears, she heard drums, guitars, and singing. With the volume turned up so loudly, she suspected he’d go deaf and have an artificial
eardrum installed within a few years. Without warning, the music boy looked at Darleen and caught her staring.
She pressed her back against the seat and turned her face to the window. Outside the darkened glass, neon signs glowed red-orange, green,
and purple as the shuttle zipped down the boulevard. Darleen knew if she’d been walking by those storefronts instead of speeding along in a masstrans vehicle, she’d have heard the hum of the tubing. She supposed the hum had to do with the gas the manufacturers sealed in the glass tubes, but
she wasn’t sure of the science.
She knew the tubing was heated and formed. If you looked closely, you could see the glass near the connectors was singed and blackened.
But few people noticed the dark glass—most only saw the colorful designs.
Shifting in her seat, she turned her attention to the reflections on the inside of the shuttle’s tinted windows. She studied the images of the
passengers, noting there were about twenty people on the shuttle, including some in costume. Two seats back, a young couple was kissing. Her mouth
curled as she remembered evenings spent with Jimmy Tyler beneath the trees in Uncle Cally’s agro-orchard where the fruit hung dark and sweet. Jimmy, ha! She licked her lips. For a moment, she thought she felt him pressed up against her arm, and touched the plastic seat next to her thigh to make
sure he hadn’t gotten onto the vehicle without her noticing.
Darleen squinted, then looked at the window reflections again. The music boy was moving his head to the thumping beat coming from his
earphones. Jimmy had done the same thing to songs by old-time rockers like Creedance Clearwater Revival. Last time she saw him, about an hour
before he left for the hunting trip with his cousins, he was singing, Bad Moon A-Rising. She’d told him to wear red, but he was never one for caution.
If only Jimmy had listened, she thought. Then, things might have gone differently.
The shuttle lurched again. A quick glance at the street markers told her the next stop was hers. She glanced across the aisle. The music boy
was still there, and he was studying her. Ignoring his stares, she stood and moved to the front of the shuttle. The vehicle hissed to a stop, and she got
off and began to walk down Church Street.
It little more than two blocks to her living quarters in an old warehouse which had been converted into six apartments. Usually, it was a
pleasant stroll by three churches, a few Victorian-styled homes, and the Veterans Memorial Park. The VM Park occupied an odd-shaped grassy lot that
had a few trees and shrubs, a fountain, some benches, and a memorial statue with the names of local war heroes engraved on bronze plaques attached
to its base. Darleen liked to sit on one of its benches on her days off and read the paperback novels she picked up from Like New Second-Hand Books.
But tonight, the park’s peacefulness was suddenly disrupted by raucous voices coming from behind her. Darleen stopped, then turned
around. The music boy and two other men were following her.
“Hey,” the music boy called. “Where you going in such a hurry?”
“Didn’t you hear what my friend said?” asked one of the others.
Darleen bit her lip and walked as fast as she could. She saw the door to her apartment was only about fifty meters away.
“Slow down. We just want to ask you a question,” said the music boy. He was about two meters behind her now.
Darleen looked for Jimmy, but saw no one on the street. She knew it won’t do any good to scream, so she broke into a run. The trio following
her gave a whoop, and began to run, too. She’d started up the steps to her door when one of the young men grabbed her shoulder.
Darleen reached into her purse, grasped the cold handle of Jimmy Tyler’s old gun, and turned around to face her assailants. Security cameras
had fallen victim to techno glitches associated with the grid failure. Thieves had made off with any remaining usable parts months ago, so whatever
happened next, would remain a mystery.
The music boy grinned at her. Darleen noticed the gleam from her porch lantern was reflected by the blade of a knife he held in his left hand.
Thankful that Jimmy had taught her how to shoot, Darleen pursed her lips and pulled the trigger.
The music boy fell like an apple to the ground. His two friends vanished, just like the mourners had after Jimmy’s funeral. And Darleen was
alone. She looked down at the body sprawled on the steps. The boy was obviously dead–dead and staring up at the stars.
As Darleen slid Jimmy’s revolver back into her pocketbook, she recalled how Jimmy and she used to stare at the stars on August nights when
the lawns were speckled with fireflies and owls, tree frogs, and cicada filled the air with song. She smiled. Those had been the best days of her life.
She heard a cough, or maybe it was the scuff of a shoe, and peered towards the corner of Church and Cemetery Streets. There was Jimmy,
still young and handsome, standing beneath the streetlight in the plaid shirt she’d given him for his eighteenth birthday. He raised his hand. Darleen
sighed and returned his greeting.
A siren in the distance caused her pulse raced as she stared down Church Street towards the main road. The emergency vehicle’s whining
reminded her of the siren on the ambulance that had taken Jimmy to the medical center the day he was shot–the day he’d first left. As the shrill noise
became fainter, her heart returned to its normal slow thumping, and she looked back at the corner. Jimmy was striding towards her.
Darleen wiped away the tears that threatened to spill down her cheeks. Tonight, the night when the dead could pass through the veil that
separated them from the living, Jimmy would visit with Claude and her from the stroke of midnight until first light. Then, she’d accompany him back
to the graveyard, kiss him one final time, and spend the next three-hundred-and-sixty-four days waiting for October 31st to roll around again.
Jimmy was strolling up the sidewalk to her door, and just before she felt his strong arms wrap around her, Darleen bent down, closed the
music boy’s eyes. Before going inside, Jimmy and she would carry the body to the graveyard and leave it leaning against a tombstone. It was an easy
task, for she’d chosen the location of her apartment with care–just across the street from the town’s oldest cemetery.
Darleen hoped the dead boy had someone who loved him, someone to visit next Halloween. She shivered as Jimmy’s lips met hers. But before she lowered her eyelids, Darleen glanced over his shoulder. In the golden glow of the Harvest Moon, she saw the music boy. His ghost had risen.
It gaped at her with a confused look in its dark glassy eyes, and then, it turned and wandered down the trash-littered street.
END
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The Spawn of Python versus The Sons of Apollo
Patrick S. Baker

“Well, old friend I am here and with the Sacred Band as you asked,” Pelopidas said as he approached Gorgidas, his former commander.
“Promptly as usual,” the older man said as they shook hands.
“Tell the men to rest,” Pelopidas ordered his second-in-command, Demeas. Demeas turned to the 600 men; 300 full members of the Sacred
Band of Thebes and their 300 squires, ordering them to rest, but not to wander away. While the two commanders followed the older man into his
shady courtyard, the squires formed a line at the well to draw water to mix with the wine they carried, while the hoplites sought the cool shade of a
nearby olive grove.
A young man of about 16 years stood as Gorgidas and the two soldiers approached. The young held a piece of papyrus paper.
“This is Jason, son of Nikomedes, my neighbor, and he has a story to tell,” Gorgidas said as his three guests shook hands, while his servants
brought wine mixed with water. Each of the guests splashed a little wine out of their cups to the household gods, and they drank.
Gorgidas nodded to Jason to begin.
“My father has the next farm over, south toward Mount Kithairon,” Jason said. “For the last ten days we have been losing sheep and cattle;
one or two each night. Last night my younger brother, Origenes, and I took it on ourselves to guard the folds. I was armed with a bow and one of my
father’s spears. Origenes has a brace of javelins and a short-sword.
“When the moon had just risen we heard a commotion from the horse corral, which is across the grain fields from the sheep and cattle folds.
So we ran to it and we saw someone throwing one of the ponies over the fence and then leap the fence and start to carry the horse away. We thought it
was a big man, but I couldn’t make out much detail in the pale light. Without waiting, I notched an arrow and shot, hitting the thief in the back, but he
seemed to not notice. Origenes then threw a javelin and he managed to wound him in the right leg, but still he kept moving toward Mount Kithairon.
“We ran after the bandit, shooting and throwing every time we thought we could score a hit. After we had gone some distance, my brother
struck him hard in the shoulder with a well-placed throw and he dropped the carcass and turned on us. That was when we saw it was not a man, but a
beast of some kind.
“The head was like that of a snake, with a wide mouth, no nose and lidless, dead-black eyes. It was covered in dark scales all over. It hissed
like a snake and charged us. I dropped my bow and leveled my doru, while Origenes drew his xiphos. The monster ran itself on to my spear, right into
its chest. I lost my grip on of spear and lost my balance. Origenes stepped forward and started to stab at the creature, but it knocked him away with one
blow. Even wounded it was very strong
“My brother recovered his footing and ran to me, but he had lost his sword. The creature advanced two steps and then stumbled and fell to
its back. Thinking it was dead, I went toward it to recover my father’s doru when the monster suddenly sat up and cried out ‘Python, Python’, and then
dropped back again.”
The young man gulped down more of his water and wine, trembling as he recalled the incident.
“I admit, I was frozen in terror and my brother was shaking in fear; we were both ready to run for it. When over the hill from the direction of
Kithairon, four more of the monsters came, running quickly. At that, our courage broke, forgetting everything but about our own safety we ran as fast
as we could all the way back to our house.
“On reaching the house, we went in and found it ransacked. Our father was dead, but there was blood on his spear and shield. Our mother,
the Lady Maia and our little sisters, Leda and Helen, were gone. My sisters are only ten and twelve. As fast as I could, I came to Gorgidas as my father
had told me to do if I needed help. I left Origenes at the farm to help the servants clean up and repair what they could.”
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Jason finished the story and then finished his drink in one more draught.
“And knowing you were in the area with the Band, I sent for you,” Gorgidas added.
“It seems incredible,” Pelopidas said.
“Ah, skeptical as I would expect,” Gorgidas commented. He then told two of his servants to fetch a something from the cold-room. “Show
them your sketch,” Gorgidas said to Jason.
Jason handed the paper over to the two soldiers. “I drew this at first light, although I’ll never forget what I saw.”
The drawing was of the creature Jason had described, done in charcoal. The young man had added three-clawed hands at the end of long arms and a
long, twisting neck, topped by the snake-like head.
The two servants returned with a sheep’s carcass. A huge bite had been taken from the poor animal’s side. Both Pelopidas and Demeas knelt
to examine the wound. The bite was like nothing the commander had ever seen, but Demeas had visited Egypt with his father and had seen an ox
attacked by a crocodile. The wounds on the ox had looked similar to this damage. He told this observation to the other two
“Very well, my friend,” Pelopidas said to Gorgidas, as he stood up. “What do you propose we do?”
“Here is what I have in mind. . .” the retired commander said and then laid out his plan.
The Sacred Band feasted on mutton, cheese, olives, fresh bread and good wine provided the local farmers. After eating, Pelopidas gathered
them around and had Jason repeat his account of the encounter with the snake-men and of his missing family. Then the commander told the Band the
strategy for the night.
Pelopidas then had the lovers, the older men, join hands with their beloved, their younger partners, as he did with Demeas and they all recite
the sacred oath they had sworn to each other at the shrine Iolaus, the lover of Herakles. This was the same oath each had sworn when they had joined
the Band. Pelopidas also led them in a paean to Thebes’s patron god, Apollo Sauroktonos, Apollo Lizard-Slayer, who had killed the dragon, Python.
The sun was setting while the soldiers followed Gorgidas to a grove of laurel trees half way to Mount Kithairon from Gorgidas’ farm. Each
full member of the Band carried his own three-foot wide, round shield, the hoplon, and one ten-foot long spear with iron point and iron butt spike and
a short-sword. The squires carried their senior’s layered lamellar-armor breastplate, bronze helmet, and extra spear, as well as medical supplies, food
and wine. The squires also were armed with bows or javelins.
The Band rested in the shade of the grove until it was full dark and the moon was about to rise. Under the starry vault of heaven the squires
helped the hoplites don their armor, and shoulder their shields. Each soldier saying a possible last farewell to their lovers as they marched out in
silence.
Pelopidas reversed the regular marching order. This night, the lightly armed squires went out first to scout, skirmish and report back while
the heavy infantry moved in a loose block, fifteen men wide and twenty deep, at the center of the circle of scouts. Gorgidas went with the main body
of troops, not as a hoplite, but carrying a bow and xiphos.
The moon was a quarter of the way across the sky when squire slipped up to Pelopidas and whispered in his ear. The commander ordered a halt and
then commanded the first two ranks of hoplites to follow him. Led by the scout, the thirty heavy infantry topped a hill, below them was a group of
about a dozen snake-men. The creatures had run down a hind and her fawn and were tearing huge chunks of bloody meat out of the still moving
victims.
“Shields up, spears ready and charge!” Pelopidas ordered.
The thirty shields of the heavy infantry came to the thirty left shoulders, the thirty spears came up in thirty right hands and then at a quick
jog the thirty men charged the monsters.
The snake-men were caught by surprise by the sudden onslaught. They barely had time to look up from their quarry before the Thebans were
on them, stabbing with their spears and smashing the fiends with their heavy hoplons. The snake-men were tough; some took three or four thrusts that
would have been fatal on a man to finally die, but their blood was red as any man’s. One of the younger men had over extended his thrust and one of
the monsters bit him on the arm, breaking the bones in the soldier’s forearm and mangling the flesh. The young man’s lovers stepped forward and with
one swing of his xiphos beheaded the creature. The older man and a squire then had to pry the dead monster’s jaws open to free the younger soldier’s
arm.
Pelopidas told the wounded man and his lover to return to the main body of the Band and order them to join him, while they were to continue back to the laurel grove.
Over the course of the night, the Sacred Band encountered small groups of the snake-men which they dispatched in a similar manner. No
more men were wounded. Pelopidas rotated the ranks so each Theban had an opportunity to fight their hellish enemy. On the advice of Gorgidas, in
the last valley before the limestone escarpment of Mount Kithairon, Pelopidas called a halt and sent out his own squire to collect all the scouts.
“Just over this hill is the cave which I think is the home of these fiends,” the older man told the commander.
“Yes, we will follow the plan,” Pelopidas said.
The commander formed the hoplites into a close phalanx four ranks deep and seventy-five men wide. The squires split into two groups one
on either flank and just to the rear of the last line of heavy infantry. Gorgidas took a place with the squires. Pelopidas took his place as the last man on
the right of the first rank, with Demeas just behind him in the second rank. These were the position of maximum danger as the men in far right file had
no one guarding their right and no shield protecting their spear arms.
As the Sacred Band crested the brow of the hill, they saw hundreds of the snake-men in front of the cave. As the Band started down the hill,
one of the fiends gave a hissing screech. As one the snake-men turned to face the Thebans. The snake-men began to beat their clawed hands on their
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scaly chests and loudly chant; “Python, Python.”
Fear and dread clutched at the human soldiers as they continued to slowly march forward. The chant of “Python, Py-Thon,
PY-THON” grew louder and more horrifying as Sacred Band drew ever closer to the dark mass of snake-men. The man to Pelopidas’ left started to
tremble and his steps to falter. The commander turned his head and saw other men starting to waver.
“For Thebes and Apollo!” Pelopidas shouted. “For Thebes and Apollo!”
Demeas immediately took up the chanted battle cry. The man next to Pelopidas joined in, soon the whole phalanx was intoning: “For Thebes and
Apollo!”
“Python, Python, PYTHON!”
“For Thebes and Apollo!”
The squires armed with bows stopped and began to shoot at the enemy mass. Some snake-men fell with arrows in the eyes or in their open
mouths, many stood with arrows sticking out of their hides, seemingly unhurt.
“Python, Python, PYTHON!”
“For Thebes and Apollo!”
Closer and closer the two sides came. Now the javelin-men stopped and started to hurl the deadly projectiles, killing some of the enemy;
wounding others, other standing unaffected.
“Python, Python, PYTHON!”
“For Thebes and Apollo!”
At some unknown signal, the snake-men charged forward. The Thebans leveled their spears and moved into a run. The two lines met with
a crash and the noise of metal on scales. Pelopidas skewered the fiend to his front, while another snake-man clutched at his bare right arm. Demeas
stabbed that one in the chest and lost his spear as the creature fell. The commandeer pulled his spear from the snake-man’s belly and moved forward a
step, smashing another enemy in the chest with his heavy shield, driving the creature back as the man on his left thrust his spear into the enemy’s open
mouth.
A gap opened in the mass of the enemy and Pelopidas charged into it. For the next few minutes; the next few years; all was madness as the
fighting swirled around the mouth of the cave. Here a hoplite was dragged down by five of the snake-men, who began to rend him with their teeth until his lover and another two Thebans charged forward hacking the fiends down with their swords. There a squire had come forward and was systemically throwing his javelins unerringly into the faces of the monsters.
Pelopidas stabbed an enemy in the throat, broke his spear then reversed the part he still held and put the iron spike, the sauroter, the lizard-killer, through the eye of another. He drew his sword and looked for another enemy to kill. But it was all over. The snake-men had either all died
or ran; none were still standing in his view. Demeas came up; the second in command had a bite on his right hand, but he could still hold a weapon.
Others, including the walking wounded, came forward forming to Pelopidas’ left. Squires handed out new spears to replace the broken ones. They also
gave the hoplites draughts of unmixed wine, straight from the wine sacks.
The commander and his second gracefully accepted new spears and long drinks of wine.
“No time to count the cost now,” Pelopidas said to Demeas. “Get everyone that can walk and hold a weapon in the phalanx now. Then get me
ten hoplites and ten squires armed with bows to go into the cave with me.”
Only four hundred men were still capable of carrying arms. Demeas armed some of the squires with shields and spears and put them in
the middle of the formation that was staying behind. When his second moved to accompany him into the cave, Pelopidas ordered his beloved to stay
behind and to find some way of blocking off the opening.
Gorgidas was alive and marched into the cave next to his friend, still only armed with bow and arrow, his sword was buried in the skull of a
snake-man.
The cave was wide enough to admit four of the Thebans at a time. A weird glow emanated from the sides and ceiling of the tunnel, as bright
as the full moon, casting a shadow-less light on the twenty-two men as the crept forward. When they came to a fissure large enough to admit a man, a
squire would shoot an arrow into it and then a hoplite would rush into it. They killed a few more enemies this way.
The small unit was about half a stadion in to the cavern when a much brighter glow appeared as they turned a corner. The brighter light came
from a chasm in the ground. The Thebans crept even slower and more carefully. Finally Pelopidas and Gorgidas looked over the edge of the fissure. At
the bottom was a small grotto where Jason the farmer’s mother and sisters were sheltering.
Out of a small cave at the bottom of the chasm which showed with a bright radiance, a huge figure shot out and up. The giant snake’s head
was a long as a man was tall; the dead, lack eyes were as big as hoplons.
“I am Python. I am Apopis. I am chaos. I am forever,” it hissed in understandable language.
Without being given an order the archers shot. One well aimed arrow hit Python’s right eye causing smoking black ichor to drip from the
wound. More arrows flew. Python hissed, its rank breath nearly choked the Thebans. The giant snake’s head struck down and grabbed a archers up and
swallowed him whole. The next time the head came down the hoplites stabbed with their spears. One spear strike took out Python’s left eye.
“Chaos, fear, despair! I will never die” The foul monster swung around and dove back into its hole.
Gorgidas and two of the unarmored squires quickly climbed down into the rift and rescued the trapped Lady Maia and her daughters, while the rest
watched for Python’s return. Once the three captives had joined them, the whole group ran out of the cave. Helen was carried by Pelopidas, while
Leda was carried by Gorgidas.
The small group burst from the mouth of the cave into a brightening dawn.
“We can cause a rock slide, and block the entrance” Demeas announced to his commander.
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“Do it.”
Demeas waved his arms and the squires perched on rocks over the cavern opening began to pry at some rocks with spears. Soon a small
trickle of small stones started to fall, then large ones. The squires scampered out of the way as a wave of huge boulders crashed down, covering the cave
mouth totally.
“Is it over, soldier?” Helen asked Pelopidas in a small voice.
“Yes, it is,” he answered holding the child in his arms.
It is over here, but it is not over everywhere or forever, Pelopidas thought as a stab of despair went through his mind.
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The Last Man on Earth
Claire Devon

The last man on Earth stood on Mount Everest. Shaking his fist at the sky, he cursed. It had taken weeks to climb the mountain. He had
slipped and fallen several times into chasms so deep a fall would kill anything. He had seen bits and pieces of other humans and luckless mammals
entombed, arms or claws sticking above the permanent ice. Each time he would fight his way out of the crevasse, knowing that no matter what
happened, he would not die.
Once there, he ignored the howling wind, returning to his colorful invective. He had no idea what he was actually cursing, even after all this
time. He had never known what had given him this ultimate, endless nightmare. This nightmare that persisted, even after all else was gone.
It had not started out that way. When he had first been granted eternal life he had thought he’d hit the jackpot. He hadn’t understood why the person
he got it from just chuckled, looked at him with pity, and disappeared into the night.
He understood now.
The first flush of immortality had been fun. He was timid at the start, allowing himself to be shot, but not fatally, and watching the injuries as
they healed. That became boring so he upped the ante. Mortal wounds healed as quickly as flesh wounds.
Despite the fact that he knew he was immortal, the first time he threw himself off a cliff had been terrifying, the drop more than enough to
kill anything. It hurt, for a time, and then the bones and flesh began to knit back together. Jumping from off higher and higher peaks had kept him
occupied for a while. He discovered the thrill of flying without a net, no fear of death lurking at the end of the fall.
Boring. There was only so many times he could feel the wind in his hair, his skin flapping back off his cheeks, and the weightlessness that
occurred right before he went splat on the ground before it became routine.
Robbery gave him no buzz, although he did it to keep himself in cash. If caught, he made sure he was shot to death. That way he could wake
up in the morgue, slip back to his hiding place, and retrieve his goods. It didn’t matter that he fenced the bounty for far less than its value. There was
always more to get.
He had to be careful not to be seen, however, because his face could not be changed. He had tried plastic surgery, only to find that the flesh
reverted to its old form within minutes. He had actually been sorry he had to kill the plastic surgeon, but it could not be helped. It was disconcerting
knowing that he could not escape the way he looked if he needed to. He would have to make do with fake hair and moustaches as disguises. Jail
wouldn’t be more than a bump in the road, but he didn’t want to waste time behind bars.
Occasionally he felt like the character in “Groundhog Day.” In his case the days didn’t repeat, there were just too many to count. They clung
together like flypaper, each sticking to the other, while his life continued, time not marking its progress on him.
He had thrown himself into a volcano once. He had traveled down to Costa Rica and looked at the geysers and bubbling cavern of Poas
Volcano. Making sure no tourists were lurking, he climbed over the caldera and went headfirst into the steaming pool of lava and sulfuric acid.
The pain had been astonishing. His skin had melted off his body, leaving bones and a brittle husk as agony streaked through what was left of
him. When he had scrabbled out as a charred skeleton, it had taken him several days to regenerate, his body twitching with every new repair.
He died, but he didn’t stay dead. Dying hurt, and was inconvenient, but not fatal. Sometimes it was a horror. He had gotten caught robbing a
gangster once and was treated to bound limbs, a weighted down body, and a shove into the water. He must have died a thousand times, fish nibbling at
him, drowning and resurrecting, drowning and resurrecting, before he got free. That was an experience he never wanted to repeat.
Time spanned first decades and then centuries. Mankind did not manage to kill itself as everyone had anticipated, at least not immediately.
He kept away from the law somehow. There were always places to hide, even as options narrowed.
Cataclysm came not in the form of a nuclear bomb, but in the good old fashioned threat from outer space. Not aliens, although that might

have been more palatable. An asteroid, as big as New York City, got jarred loose from its huge elliptical orbit in the Oort cloud and after a bounce off
Jupiter’s gravity, made its deadly approach to Earth. It took years before the threat was noticed. Then it was months while it came ever closer after its
encounter with Jupiter before it became clear that the monster was going to hit Earth. Panic ensued.
By this time he was sick of living, of life. He had long realized the futility of trying to track down the man who had changed him into this
thing. He decided that the man bestowing this “gift” on him had given it to him as quickly as he had for the same reason the man now hoped the
asteroid would destroy everything. He hadn’t realized what a slog it would be for there never to be an end to anything. Ever.
Perhaps he was the only one who eagerly awaited the asteroid. The governments of the world united together to deal with the menace. First
they tried to nudge the thing out of its orbit, but their rockets were no use against the giant ball of rock and ice. They regretted cannibalizing their
space programs, too late. Then they attempted to blow it up, but there was nothing big enough to cause it enough damage. The pieces that did break
off rained early hell on the Earth, causing widespread devastation, flooding, and climate change. Worse, perhaps, than the death the rock from space
promised.
When it came down it slammed into Africa with the force of billions of bombs. The shockwave was quick, destroying continents in pieces
while ash and debris and gas rained down. Within a matter of days all was gone. All that remained of humans, animals and vegetation was a few hardy
cactus.
And the man.
Even the cactus died after a time. The ash cloaked the sun, and the toxic fumes released by the asteroid destroyed the atmosphere.
Temperatures plummeted and glaciers began crawling in as each continent began to freeze. The only place some life remained was in the oceans,
buried under a thick layer.
He had wished for death along with the world. He tried to starve himself but his body kept resurrecting. The ice preserved some food when
he tired of the ocean fare, and, reluctantly, he ate. Hunger was omnipresent. His lungs burned with the effort to breathe unsuitable air. Sometimes that
did the job hunger couldn’t manage. Temporarily. Always he came back to life, sputtering. The frost crept over the continents, layer after layer, year
after year. He watched it accumulate with grim fascination. Still, it didn’t kill him. He had the resources of the dead planet’s former occupants at his
disposal and managed to eke out an existence. The silence was eerie, like being in a cave where nothing could penetrate. Man would never walk these
lands again. No man, that is, except him.
Sighing, he sat down on a bare rock at the top of Mount Everest. All around him there was snow and ice, higher than it had been half a
century ago. He looked at the sun, glowing faintly in the occluded sky. It was yellow now, like billions of its kind. As it died it would become a red
giant and engulf the earth before retreating to be a dim red dwarf star. That was four billion years in the future. Then it would burn everything off the
surface and leave behind a rocky husk, stripped of everything. He prayed that when the sun finally died it would take him as well.
He wasn’t sure.
END
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